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I adjusted the right margin of this text editor box over the internet browser and saw that the last 
letter of the target image file name is "f" and I moved it back so I do not see it. This is hardly a 
spoiler. 

9:32 PM 2.S. 

10:03 PM End RV it is time for me to go to bed. Summary of what I have: Main elements or 
background are a light yellow color. The target site feels very soft from the elements, there is a 
human or otherwise mammal that is soft and hairy, the emotions are described below in the 
elements listing. The human is on some kind of boardwalk. I have felt a harbor but that is a 
premature labeling. The human has a brown red box and from inside the box takes out a necklace or 
chain made of orange spheres threaded together or otherwise in a chain. Two eyes with eyelashes 
were seen and the hairy figure 8 so hairs are prominent. What I think it is, it seems at this point to 
be a woman who receives an orange pearl necklace from a box and she is very happy about it, but 
this is just a guess because I did not take this session to completion, I end this prematurely but it is 
still possible to match a report to a target image based on initial elements and some part of 
secondary stage which I also got to. 

The back wall is a light yellow color. We are not on a boardwalk and not on a harbor (those 
statements are not incorrect RV statements because those are premature labeling by logic in terms 
of RV impressions that I had that were not probed or RV-labelled yet). There is however that pale 
gray pathway or street for walking on the right in the image so that is correct. 

As for boxes we have several square signs, one of the signs has red color. There is orange text which 
is perhaps similar to orange beads in a thread. I'm not sure. I will give this session a C. 

Image source 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:0180jfWelcome_School_San_Vicente_San_Manuel_Tarla
c_Moncada_Highwayfvf_09.JPG
Image link 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/cc/0180jfWelcome_School_San_Vicen
te_San_Manuel_Tarlac_Moncada_Highwayfvf_
09.JPG/800px-0180jfWelcome_School_San_Vicente_San_Manuel_Tarlac_Moncada_Highwayfvf_
09.JPG



10:10 PM End session. 

ELEMENTS

IE. A man in a gray business suit, or two such men. All gray or black and white. 

IE. Happiness, cheerful attitude, bright and cheerful and excited expectations being fulfilled! The 
happiness is about the box. Emotional warmth. Happiness. A woman or a young woman. Love and 
happiness. 
SI. The human is pleasantly surprised about this box. A yellow curvy soft form sitting on the dock at 
the harbor, we see it from behind and it is in the shape of a large figure 8. 
P. The human has found something pleasantly surprising. Figure 8 has blonde long hairs. 

IE. Human hands on some kind of gold box. 

IE. Gold box with human hands on it. 
T. The box contains and carries something heavy that adds weight to the box. The box turns out to 
be red. 
P. Is a small item. Like a puppy or dog. 
SI. Brown red element near the yellow soft hairy figure 8. 

IE. A harbor (premature labeling by logic but it felt like the target site is a harbor). 

IE. Yellow color or bright light on the whole scene. Sunny and warm perhaps. 
T. Two large eyes with eyelashes. 

SE. Several rather small orange spheres connected together side by side into an arch, is located at 
the box. 
T. Someone takes it away from me. 

SI. Person is on a wooden plank boardwalk of pale gray boards. 


